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I 
Tangencies ar,d jevel crossings of Y random field X : W’+” x R + R” (which is not nccess:lrL1! 
Gaussian) are stuti!ed under the assumption that almost every sample path is continuous11 
differentiable. If n = 71 and if the random field has uniformly bounded sample derivatives ,Ind 
uniformly bounded derkties for the distributions of the X,, then for a compact K = (FB:” and any 
fixed level, the restriction; to K of almost every sample path has no tangencies to the level and 
at most finitely many crossings. The case of n f m is also examined. Some generic propertics. 
which hold for a residual set of random fields, are analyzed. Proofs involvt the concepts of 
regularity and transversality from differenti;: topology. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper concerns the generalization to random fields of the following theorem 
and some related results: 
The original proof appeared in [ 151; see also [16, pp. 76-781. The result is useful 
because when (x:e studies crossings of a level by a stochastic process, it is frcqucntly 
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convenient to show first that there are no tangencies and then to examine the 
number of true crossings. 
We shall not assume that random fields are of low dimension and/or assume 
values in a, low-dimensional state space, nor that they are Gaussian. This contrasts 
with the previous literature concerning level crossings of a random field (for 
exampIp, compare our assumptions with [ 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 8, 17, 201). However, for 
this general case, we shall of course not be able to obtain specific formulas for 
quantities such as the mean number of crossings. Related results, due to Adler, 
appear in [l] and [7]. 
The problem of characterizing the crossings of a level or manifold by a random 
field naturally involves combining results from differential topology (see [19, 22, 
25]r with tht: techniques of probability theory. To see that the link with differential 
topology is plausible, note that an easy consequence of Sard’s Theorem is that for 
any smooth sample path X(W ), for almost all u E E3 there does not exist t E R for 
which X,(W) = 14 and DX,(O) = 0. Thus, any fixed sample path can be tangent to 
only a ‘few’ exceptional levels, Bulinskaya’s Theorem reverses the quantifiers to 
claim that any fixed level can be tangent to only a ‘few’ sample paths of a process 
satisfying the uniformly bounded densities hypothesis. Furthermore, genericity 
of transversal intersection implies that, if we consider a fixed level 14, then for 
‘most‘ smooth functions (i.e. sample paths), X,iti) = 11 and DX,(o) = 0 cannot 
happen simultaneously. In this case, ‘most’ is a topological concept-it means 
that there is an open and dense subset of smooth functions from [O. l] to UJ’ 
whose elements do not have tangencies to the level II. Bulinskaya’s Theorem 
then provides conditions under which almost every sample path belongs to the 
open and dense subset for each level II: it gives the word ‘most’ a probabilistic 
intcrprctation. 
This research was motivated by a microeconomic problem concerning information 
in general equilibrium theory. Traders’ expectations about the relationship between 
parameters and prices can be viewed as sample functions of a random field. It was 
necessary to show that, for ‘most‘ of these beliefs, a given price does not correspond 
to a tangency. ’ This implies that, except for a null subset of the nonatomic continuum 
of consumc‘rs (representing an idealized perfectly competitive economy), agents’ 
demand functions are continuous at a p Acular price. Thus the mean (or aggregate) 
dcrnand function of the t~onomy is contkuous, and one can apply Rrouwer‘s Fixed 
Point Theorem to demonstrate the kstence of price vectors at which total demand 
equals total supply. In brief, the generalized Bulinskava Theorem is used to prove 
the t’sistcnct‘ of equilibrium with an arbitrary (finite) number of commodities in a 
nrc~M in which agtlnts can learn about the parameter by observing a price Lector. 
For details, SW 19, HI]. A further application in mathematical economics concerns 
thr: ‘smoothing by aggregation’ problem [I 11. 
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2. Notation and definitions 
The underlying probability space for the random ?elds will be denoted (0, 9, P), 
with generic element o. Sample paths of random fields will be defined on R” and 
take values in 08” ; for almost every w, they will be r times continuously differentiable, 
where 1 SrGW. Let X(o):Iw” -+ &I” denote a typical sample path and X,(W ) E Iw” 
the value it assumes at t E R”. DX is the derivative process; OX(w) is the derivative 
of X(o), and its value at t is DX,(w ). The analogous notation D2X(w) etc. is used 
for higher order derivatives. 
A function defined on a closed subset M of Iw” is said to be C’ (r 2 1) if it can 
be extended t’o a C’ function in an open neighborhood of M. If M and N are C’ 
manifolds, let C’(M, IV) denote the set of functions defined on A4 and taking values 
in N which are r times continuously differentiable. If K is compact, C’(K, lJ2” ) is 
made into a separable Banach space by endowing it with the topology of C’ uniform 
convergence. 
3. Preliminaries concerning the modulus of continuity 
A property of the modulus of continuity of sample derivatives is a key step in 
the proofs, just as it was an important lemma for Bulinskzya [lS]. For f : K + IR” 
continuous and K c !R8”’ compact, define the modulus of’ con!irrrrit:,* m (7, f’) = 
sup{/lf(t) -f(s )/: s. t E K and 11s - ti[ < T>.’ 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose X (W ) : K + W is C’ for almost euery w arid let A4 k t T, CO! = IZI ( r, 
DkX(W)) fork =4, 1,. . . , r and T 2 0. Then, for em% k arrd each c >(I, 7 > 0. there 
is a corzstant M,k (T) such that i@ (T) -+ 0 as r -+ 0 arjd 
Proof. The stochastic process induces a distribution on the separable metric space 
C’(K, 68” 1. This probability measure must be tight [26, Theorem 3.2, p. 25~. Hence 
for every P > 0, there is a compac * subset S, c C’(K, R” ) such that P(w : X(w ) E S, } > 
1 -K Closed subsets of C’(K, R”) are compact if and only if the functions and all 
of their mixed partial derivatives of order at most r are uniformly bounded And 
equicontinuous 1 18, pp. 34 -GM]. Equicontinuity implies existence of the iwf 
functions. Iz; 
Lemma 3.2. Let XW ): R” -+ [w” he C ’ fkr et‘t’r\’ (0 artd de,fitle @(w ) : R” -+ R by 
the 
The qmbcd 1:. :i denotes the Euclidcan norm or. equi~alcntly (which is sometimes mot-c ‘onvenicnt I, 
sum of the absvlutc values of the rred-valued, components of a vector or entries in 8 mstrix or array. 
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Then, each @(w ) is continuous. Moreover, for every K c R” compact and E > 0,~ > 0, 
there is a constant MF (r ) converging to 0 as 7 -a 0 such that 
f{w: IIDX,(wh -DX,(w)‘cII~M,(l/r-sl~) 
for all 5, t e K and ail v E R” with Ilull -7 1) > 1 - E. 
Proof. Whenever X(w) is C’, j~X&) * v/ is a continuous function of t and u. By 
the maximum theorem [13,21], #,(oJ) is a continuous function of t. For the secord 
statement, note that, for /iv 11 s 1, JIDXJO ) * c - DX, (o ). o II is just a convex combina- 
tier_ of various partial derivatives and apply Lemma 3.1. Cl 
4. Main results 
The following multidimensional analogue uses a slightly simplified version of 
Rulinskaya’s proof. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X(o ) E C’(lR”‘, R”’ ) for almost every W, and let K he a compact 
subset of 83”‘. Assume that the distributions PX, 1 on R”’ have density functions which 
are uuiforrniy hounded for t E K, and that the sample derivatives DX,!,w I are uniforml\ 
hounded for all t E K and alrnmt all w E 0. Fix u E R’“. Tlzerr, for almost every (It, 
there is HO t E K for which X,( w ) = I( and det DX,(w I = 0. 
Remark 1. To paraphrase the theorem informally, for a fixed level and on a fixed 
compact subset of parameters, we have only ‘normal crossings’-genuine upcross- 
inps and downcrossings-and no tangencies or inflection points almost surely. 
Remark 2. I3ulinskaya.s theorem for stochastic processes does not require the 
bounded derivatives hypothesis. which appears essential for my method of proof. 
Remark 3. Theorem 4. I is somewhat similar to Adler’s Theorem 3.3.2 [7, p. G] 
which is based on [ 121. However, Adler works with real-valued random fields and 
his hypotheses concerning derivatives and nondegeneracy conditions are quite 
different from my assumptions. 
For each compact 6’ r K, let f&, hc the set of w for which X(cti I is smooth. :jnd 
.Y: iw ) 1~ II and dct DX,m ) -x 0 for some t E R. I shall show that P(R, 17 Ok. i == 0. 
~vhic‘h implies that PiOk. ) -- PtO: ) *._ f’. Since F is arbitrary this implies the theorem. 
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Let B c K be a cube whose every side has length 6. It has 2tz faces. Each face 
is an (n - I.)-dimensional cube. Divide each face into m” ’ cubes of equal size, 
each cube having sides equal to bc = b/m. Let C be the collectiorP of centers of 
these 2nm ” ’ lower dimensional cubes. 
Suppose w E fl, n&. Then, XJO) = u and det DX,(w) = 0 for some t E B. The 
latter means that there is u E 53” with llull= 1 such that IIDXl(cr) j - u/l = 0. Let p be 
the point in dB in the direction ZJ from t. Since p and c are in the box B, lip - tll s rzb 
and hence, by (4. l), 
where [p, r] denotes the line segment in R” with end points p and t. Let L! be the 
closest point to p in C. Then, 114 -pII G nbc and hence 
where M(, is a uniform bound for all first partial derivatives of .X(w ) in K 3 B. HerIce, 
In other words, 
(4.2) 
Since the densities of the Xrl are bounded by some constant M,, 
So, (4.2) yields 
P(L?, n L$, ) r 2m71” I . M, - i2rzbcM,, + 2&M, h/l I)” 
where c I= I/M. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that K c [I), 11”. Cut [O, 11” into k ‘I cubes B, 
of equal size, each side of B, being equal to b = l/k. Then flK c u l RR, and hence 
This inequality is true for all integers d. and nz (n is fixed). As k + 3~7, MF (n/k I -+ 0. 
Hence 
Now, letting 171 ---, 3~ achieves t IK d G-ccl result. 
Observe that measurability of the set:; in the proof follows from writing them in 
terms of countably many operations from sets expressed with rational restrictions 
at points in !R”’ with rational coordinate:. 4s thp sample paths are smooth, this can 
be done. ‘3 
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Corollary 4.2. Assume that the random field X satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 
4.1 and let u : R”’ + R” be a C’ function. Then for almost every o, there is no t E K 
for which Xl(w) = u(t) and det(DX,(w)-Du(t)) = 0. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 to the process X - u. J 
Remark. Replacing the level 14 by the graph of the function u gives the higher 
dimensional analogue of crossings of a smooth curve by a stochastic process. The 
determinant is zero whenever the graphs of X(o) and u, considered as manifolds, 
do not intersect transversally. 
Theorem 4.3. Under the assumptions of T/zeorem 4.1, if K is a manifold-with- 
boundary, rhen for almost every w, there are at most finitely many distinct t E K for 
which X&O ) = u. Moreover, for almost every o, there is an open neighborhood U of 
u such that #{t E K: X,(O ) ‘= ~1’) is constant for u’ E U and X(O) ’ is (locally) a C’ 
function on U. 
Proof. For almost every W, II is not a critical value of the restriction of X(W I to a 
compact tn -dimensional manifold-without-boundary M containing K. Hence, by 
the regular value theorem [22, p. 221, X(o 1 h) either is empty or is a compact 
C” submanifold of A4 x 8%” of dimension r21 - czz = 0. A compact manifold of 
dimension zero must be a finite point set. The second statement follows from the 
inverse function theorem [22, p. 41: X(0 has a C’ (local) inverse on some open 
neighborhood of the regular value 11. Cl 
Remark. The use of differential topology shortens Bulinskaya’s proof that there 
arc at most finitely many level crossings. 
An alternative to Bulinskaya’s condition that the derivative of the trample path 
of a stochastic process be nonzero is the requirement that all partial derivatives of 
the sample functions of a random field not be zero simultaneously. This leads to 
the following result: 
Proof. H\: Lemma 3.1, for every c > 0 and T > 0, there is a number .\.I,’ (7) and :I 
set .(2, such t:?at P(O, I > 1 ---c, M,’ (T) --, 0 as r -+ 0, and 
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For each compact B c K, let & be the set of w for which X(w) is C’ and there 
is some t E j!? for which Xl(o) = u and DX,(w) = 0. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
I will show that P(fl, nK&) = 0 and hence P(&) s P(R’, 1 s F, which implies the 
theorem, sir,ce E is arbitrary. 
Without loss of generality, take K = [0, 11”. Divide K into k” cubes Bi each 
having sides of length b = l/k. If X(w) is C’, if c is the center of some cube Bi 
and if t E Bi, then 
11X(. w ) -X((o )I1 s (n/k ) - max{llDX, (0 )I#: s E Bi}, 
which is bounded by (n/k ) - Ma (n/k ) (from (4.3) j whenever DX,(w I = 0 and Q) E R,. 
Since 6!K c ‘Ji OR,, 
P(L?, n~k’)~k”.(21k)f’M,.(n/k)MP (n/k)=2”irz/k).MI.M~ (n/k) 
where Ml is a bound for the densities of the distributiorrs PX,. ‘. This inequality 
holds for all integers k (II is fixed), so that, letting k -+ CO shows that P(Q, n flK ) = 0, 
as desired. q 
5. Parameter space and state space of unequal dimension 
For random fields whose range is a Euclidean space of dimension different from 
the dimension of their domain, regularity (see [19, 221) requires that the derivative 
DXr(o), which is a /z x m matrix if X(o): R’” -+ R”. be of rank rz. If /I < rzz, tho 
conclusions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 are false, as the hollowing example, suggested 
by Jim Pitman, illustrates. 
Example: Randomly [ocated bowls. Suppose that (0, ,Y, P) is the unit square with 
Lebesgue measure, and let the rando n field X : [0, 11’ x R -+ R! have C” sample 
paths defined by X,(w) = l/t - wII). The distributions PX, ’ have uniformly bounded 
densities. However, each sample path is tangent to the zero level: At t = w, Xr(w ) = 0 
and DX,(O ) = (0,O). The second dimension of the domain of the sample paths 
permits one to ‘spread out’ the tangencies so as to satisfy the uniformly bounded 
density condition. (The analogue of this example for stochastic prctcesses X : [(A 11 x 
R -+ R violates the bounded density condition.) 
If the dimension of the range space is greater ?han that of thus domain, v5e can 
again expect to have at most fKtely many crossings of a given level. The relevant 
transversality condition ca:; again be expressed in terms of the rank of the matrix 
t>f partial derivatives, or the requirerncnt that a related square matrix have nonzero 
&terminant. The following results ar: straightforward consequences of Theorems 
4.1, 4.3, and 4.4. 
Corollary 5.1. Let X(O ) E C’UR”‘, 53” ) for almost ewry w, where II ; III, arrd kt 
K c R’” be compact. Aswme that, for some projection II : W” + [FS”‘, the rcuzdom field 
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Y:R”‘XR4R”‘definedby Y,(w)=ITX,(w) is such that its distributions PY t-’ on IR” 
have density functions which are uniformly bounded for all t E K and its sample 
derivatives 0 Yr(o) are uniformly bounded for all t E K and almost every w E 0. Fix 
u E RI”. Then, .for almost every w, there is no t E K for which X,(o ) = u and DX,(w ) 
has rank less than m, and there are at most finitely many t E K for which X,(W) = u. 
Corollary 5.2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.1, if K is a (compact) manifold- 
with-boundary, then for almost every cr) there are at most finitely many t E K for which 
X,(0 ) = u. 
6. Generic properties 
In this section, I shall abandon the hypothesis of uniformly bounded densities 
and examine what can be said about regular and critical crossings of a level for 
‘most random fields with smooth sample functions. Take I 3 1 and consider the 
probability measure p = PX -’ that the C’ random field X : A4 xl? -+ N induces on 
C‘U4, N 1, where M and N are C’ manifolds, possibly with boundary. 
If S is a metric space, let . M\S) denote the set of probability measures on (S, 
A tS)), where .fiR(S) is the Borel a-field generated by the open subsets of S. Endow 
. il~‘S I with the topology of weak convergence of probability measures. The following 
mathematical result will be used; its proof ([23, Theorem 11, summarized in 1231) 
is similar to Parthasarathy’s demonstration [26, p. 291 that the set of nonatomic 
measures on a complere separable metric space is residual: 
The other ingredient for these results is the genericity of transversal intersections. 
Remark. Note that it is not necessary to restrict the sample paths to a compact 
subset of M. However. the residual subset of .i~(C’(M, NH depends on tP2 Ic~el IL 
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Theorem 6.3. Let K be compact and mtisfy 2 dim K s dim N. Then there is a residual 
subset 9 of *M (C’(K, N)) such that 
PX ’ E .‘f irltplies P{w: for ecery u E N, X(&u} = 1. 
Proof. An immersion has the property of being transversal to all levels, and 
immersions are open and dense in C’(K, N) [22, Theorems 1.1 and 2.121. Apply 
Theorem 6.1. q 
Corollary 6.4. Assume that K is compact and satisfies 2 dim K + 1 G dim N. Then 
there is a residua! subset Y of M (C’( K, N) ) such that if PX -’ E Y, then 
P{o: foreveryuEN, X(wj& 
and there is at most one t E K for which X,(w) = u) = 1. 
Proof. Observe that embeddings are injective and use the Whitney Embedding 
Theorem [22, Theorem 1.4, p. 37, and Theorem 2.13, p. 551 and Theorem 6.1. El 
7. Nondegenerate tangencies and Morse functions 
The example of Section 5 indicated that tangencies can occur with positive 
probability when the dimension of the range spacl: is less than that of the domain, 
However, if the reason for excluding tangencies is to ensure that crossings of a 
level be minimal, our example does not look bad. Even though each sample path 
is tangent to the zero level, there is only one point at which the sample function 
assumes the value zero. Thus, the presence of such tangencies does not destroy 
results about the minimality of places where a rralue is assumed, even though 
tangencies constitute neither upcrossings nor downcrossings. (In the example, levels 
less than zero are never hit, the zero level is assumed exactly once, and levels above 
zero are taken for a set of multidimensional time parameters which is a compact 
manifold-with-boundary of dimension one.) The ptirpose of this section is to state 
conditions under which, although tangencies may occur with positive probability, 
one can nevertheless exclude higher-dimensional analogues of infinitely many 
crossings. Suggested references for the differentia! topology material used in this 
section are [ 19, pp. 41-481 and 122, pp. 1~!2-149]. 
In the ‘bowl’ example from S. ction 5, recall that zero was a critical value of each 
sample path, and each sample path had exactly one critical point, given by t t ],I? I= w. 
However, each critical point is a regular point for the derivative of the sample 
function. Moreover, these rlr,ndepenerate critical points (of a sample function) are 
necessarily isolated. These a, e tlv pro.,erties of a Morse function. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that X(U) E C’(R”, RI for almost every w and that the 
distributions P(DX,) ’ have rtrriformly bmnded densities. Let K c R” be compact arzd 
assume that D’XJW ) is uniformiy bounded for all a E K and almost twry w. Thtw 
for (zirraost 4twy u), t/w wstrictior: to K of Xh ) is 12 Mm-e f~trrctiwi. 
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Remark. The exceptional null sets do not depend on the choice of a fixed level 
II E Iw. Contrast this feature with the results im Sections 4 and S. 
Proof. We need to show that for almost every o, there is no t EK for which 
DX,(O) = 0 and det D’X,(o) = 0. This follows from Theorem 4.1 applied to the 
random field DX for the level u = 0. 0 
Generic results similar to those in Section 6 are also possible. 
p( f E C’(M, RI: f’is a ,4.40rs4 fitrrctiorl) = 1. 
Proof. The Morse functions are open and dense in C’(A4, Iw) [22’, Theorem I .2, 
p. 1471. Use Theorem 6.1. El 
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